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Fong Kah Jo As CuMas President 

About Me: 
Hello everyone! I am running for the CUMaS 

president simply because CUMaS is 

awesome and I plan on making it even more 

awesome.  

The Previous Committees has done an 

exceptionally brilliant job. If elected, I vow 

to fully devote myself to improve the well-

established CUMaS. Please listen to what I 

have to offer. 

Name: Fong Kah Jo 

College: Trinity Hall 

Course: Engineering 

Hobby: Football, Eating 

Traits: Small eyes 

Proposer:  

Tan Kee Chong – Gonville and Cauis 

Seconder: 

Ian Beh - Girton 

 

Plans: 

Societies Liaison 

I have many good friends of various nationalities in different societies such as iCUSU, CUMSA, 

CUTS(Thai Soc) and Chinese society. Facilitating joint events would be much more possible and 

easier. 

Past 

Continuing the efforts and events organized by the previous committees, such as the fresher’s 

banquet/camp and the continuation of post graduate representative. Also, in addition to retain 

the discounts that the previous committees fought for us, I will also continue to hunt for more 

discounts or share awesome deals and freebies such as the free TasteCard. 

Summer Events 

I Loved the freshers’ camp and I will ensure that it becomes an annual (must have) event of 

CuMas. However, I wouldn’t want to neglect the dinos as well! I have conducted a very brief 

survey amongst members of CuMas about their interest in a huge summer vacation event (and 

received positive feedback as well). A super awesome scuba diving/ beach trip is likely to be on its 

way. 

Sponsorship 

I used to be in the HELP Student Council, and single handedly secured RM3,000 for our Annual 

Ball despite being the Sports Exco, boosting our total sponsorship money for the ball to a 

whopping RM 15,000. I believe my prior experience would be an advantage for CuMas. In 

addition to that, I have good relations with Glomac and SP Setia as well. 

  



 Reputation 

I have many Malaysian friends, who think that CuMas members only excel in academics. I don’t 

know about you, but I find this rather annoying and untrue. Therefore, I am planning on creating a 

CuMas Sports team, where members will have to train regularly. I will collaborate with our sports 

officer as well to join more sports tournaments.  

Why Me: 

Commitment 

The most important virtue any committee member can have. As an engineer (with all the extra spare 

time), I am ready to fully commit myself to CuMas. 

Experience 

-Was in Quarter Master (sports organizer) for 3 years and coordinated and headed countless events 

such as Sports day, and Cross country races etc. 

- Sports Exco of HELP A-levels Student Council. Was the Head Coordinator of the Annual Sports 

Carnival and vice coordinator of HELP Annual Ball 2011. 

- Was invited to co-organize MSSD and MSSS for the Selangor Sports Council for 2 consecutive years.  

- Was invited to co-organize the Singapore Youth Olympics 2010, but rejected by my teacher advisor 

due to upcoming exams.  

I believe my previous experience would give me the confidence to lead CuMas to its right direction.  

Thank You all for reading. If elected, I will make sure that CuMas retains its legacy and awesomeness.  

 


